Engagement Strategy
Engagement is a foundational element of the community planning process proposed by staff
and endorsed by Council to update North Cowichan’s Official Community Plan (OCP).
Engagement makes integrated planning possible.
Integrated planning is a joint planning exercise that ensures participation of all stakeholders and
affected departments. Its objective is to examine all economic, social, and environmental costs
and benefits, in order to determine most appropriate option and to plan a suitable course of
action1.

1. Defining Engagement
For the purpose of this paper, the foundation of meaningful engagement in the OCP planning
process is considered separately from the communication and consultation work that is also
part of the OCP Project process. The following table illustrates the difference among the three
activities for the purpose of the OCP planning process. IAP2 is cross-referenced for context and
to further confirm Council’s role as decision-maker.
Activity
Communication

Tasks
Pushing information out

to communicate: “to
convey knowledge of
or information about”

“Inform” in IAP2

Consultation

Inviting information in

to consult:
“to ask the advice or
opinion of”

“Involve” in IAP2

Engagement

Creating meaningful
dialogue and shared
ownership of the problem
and the solutions

to engage: “emotional
involvement or
commitment”

Outcomes
Teaching

Learning

Evolving.
Building genuine
and trusting
relationships

“Collaborate” in IAP2
Decision-Making

1

“Empower” in IAP2

Demonstrated
Leadership

Council

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/integrated-planning.html
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2. Engagement Framework
The OCP process includes a distinct framework to engage both the North Cowichan community
and the North Cowichan organization. The engagement framework builds the governance
model to create internal (organizational) and external (community) ownership of the OCP. The
OCP can be shaped by a diverse community and an inter-disciplinary staff approach.
Community (External)
Advisory Group of North Cowichan focused district leaders from various
sectors and communities within the
municipality.

Organization (Internal)
Project Steering Committee of senior
leaders representing each department who
will provide strategic engagement and
promotion of the plan.

Ambassador Teams champion local
communities with each community co-led
by a North Cowichan planner.

Project Team of inter-disciplinary staff who
will prepare technical information and draft
policies for inclusion in the OCP.

2.1

Advisory Group

The Advisory Group is an arms-length (from Council) group of respected North Cowichan
community leaders. The mandate of the Advisory Group is to work closely with the Steering
Committee to ensure the OCP planning process and policies maintain an overall North
Cowichan perspective. They represent deep and diverse North Cowichan values. Members will
provide deep expertise in the various sectors that influence and are impacted by the OCP. The
group will be broadly representative of the diverse North Cowichan communities and will
actively advocate for a meaningful and sincerely relevant Official Community Plan for all of
North Cowichan.

2.1.1 Terms of Reference
The attached terms of reference (Appendix 1) will guide the activities of the Advisory Group.
Highlights of these terms include:
 Membership consists of a balance of influencers in the identified sectors and
communities.
 The Advisory Group should have between 10-14 members to function effectively.
 Members will commit to working collaboratively with diverse multi-sectoral perspectives
and supporting a broad view of North Cowichan’s interests.
 The Group will provide a sounding board for the Steering Committee and Project Team
to discuss proposed OCP processes and policy directions.
 The Group will meet at least quarterly but not more than monthly.
 Meetings will be chaired by a group member, with staff support as secretary.

2.1.2 Selection and Appointment Process
The Advisory Group members will be selected based on:
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a) Their skills and experience
 experience in a range of topic areas
 ability to represent the community as a whole
 ability to influence to engage the broader community
 an objective point of view
b) The sector their experience qualifies them to represent
c) The community within which they reside or work
Advisory Group members will be identified by Steering Committee members and recommended
for Council endorsement. Membership will seek a balance between geographic representation
and sector experience. In the event that more than one potential member is fit to represent a
sector, geographic balance will be considered.
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OCP Advisory Members

Climate
Small business
Industry
Transportation
Health
Education
Housing - prvt sector
Housing - public/NFP
Community design
Agriculture
Water
Forestry
Heritage, Culture & Arts

Ambassador Teams

Ambassador Teams work through the OCP planning process with a focus on local planning,
development and infrastructure issues most important to their unique communities. The
purpose of the teams is to gather, consolidate and feed community-specific information into
OCP policies. Ambassador Teams will be co-led by one volunteer community leader and one
North Cowichan municipal planner. Ambassador Team members should be broadly
representative of the local community (i.e. residents’ association, business group, non-profits,
etc). Community Ambassador Teams will provide a forum for each of North Cowichan’s planners
to exercise their planning skills by building important and genuine relationships with the
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community, understanding local planning matters, and advocating, within the organization, for
relevant and meaningful community-based solutions to development challenges.

2.2.1 Terms of reference
The attached terms of reference (Appendix 2) will guide the activities of the Community
Ambassador Teams:
 Each Community Ambassador Team will be co-led by a community leader and a North
Cowichan municipal planner.
 The planner for each Ambassador Team will facilitate a localized, but parallel OCP
process with their Ambassador Team to generate localized policy directions based on
community character and local development priorities.
 Ambassador Teams will meet monthly in their community.
 Teams should be broadly representative of the community and should not solely
represent residents or businesses but a combination.

Berkey’s
Corner

Beverly/
Alexander

• Community
Lead
• Planner

• Community
Lead
• Planner

Quamichan

Maple Bay

Crofton

Chemainus

Rural Areas

• Community
Lead
• Planner

• Community
Lead
• Planner

• Community
Lead
• Planner

• Community
Lead
• Planner

• Community
Lead
• Planner

Community Ambassador Teams

2.2.2 Selection and Appointment Process
The Ambassador Teams will be identified by the individual communities through posting on
community association social media sites and through direct communication from staff to
known community leaders. Teams will choose a community leader from amongst themselves to
co-lead the local process with an assigned North Cowichan planner. Members of the
Ambassador Teams will bring the following qualifications to the OCP process:
 knowledge and recognition as a leader in their community or area
 influence to engage local community
 an objective point of view
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2.3

Indigenous Engagement

Engagement of our First Nation’s neighbours is also essential to create a meaningful OCP. The
governance framework suggests creation of an Indigenous Working Group to also help guide
the work of the Steering Committee. This depends on outreach with the Historic Cowichan
Nations and advice from them about the nature and extent of engagement they each desire.
Staff have initiated early enquiries but this framework will not address First Nations consultation
until we can benefit from their advice.

3. Branding
Most OCP development processes include a specialized logo, a tagline, and a hashtag that is
used on material throughout the process to: 1) create visual consistency between documents
and mediums, and 2) to capture the high-level intention or concept of the process. Examples
include:
Community

Logo

North Cowichan
(2011)

Kelowna
(underway)

Tagline (e.g. project
intention/motto)
n/a

No single logo, but
coordinated branding style
for all documents

Hashtag (e.g. used
on all social
media)
n/a

Our Kelowna as We
Grow.

#Kelowna2040

Squamish (20182019)

Your future. Your
plan. Our Squamish.

#Squamish2040

Abbotsford (20142016)

Shape Your City.

#abbotsFWD

Staff wish to embody the spirit of engagement within the process of developing an OCP logo,
tagline, and hashtag. To do this, the following approach is proposed:
 Invite call for artist logo submissions and call for community tagline submissions (mid-July)
 Call will be accompanied by brief background and guideline document
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Open to North Cowichan artists and residents only
Graphics must reflect at least one (1) design principle of the OCP (e.g. regionalism, creativity
and innovation, citizen ownership, landscape ecology, etc)
Taglines may be no more than eight (8) words. Punctuation is welcome.
Community voting on PlaceSpeak to select preferred logo and tagline (mid-August)
$250 prizes for successful graphic and tagline
If winning logo needs refining, we will enlist graphic designer to finalize.

Appendices:
1. Advisory Group Terms of Reference
2. Ambassador Teams Terms of Reference
3. Project Steering Committee Terms of Reference
4. Integrated Project Team Terms of Reference
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Appendix 1 – Advisory Group Terms of Reference

Advisory Group - Terms of Reference
Purpose
To provide advice to the OCP steering committee through all phases of the community planning
process. It will consist of community members with experience in key sectors. The Advisory Group
will be comprised of up to fourteen members in total, in order to ensure meaningful engagement.
Advisory Group Key Sectors
Each sector listed below should be represented by a member of the Advisory Group:
Climate
Small Business
Industry
Transportation
Health

Education
Housing – Private
Housing – Public / nonprofit
Agriculture

Water
Community Design
Forestry
Heritage, Arts & Culture

Appointments and Terms
 The Advisory Group serves the OCP Project in accordance with these terms from the date
of appointment until the completion of the OCP Project.
 Should a member resign, they will advise the Chair and the Project Manager will
determine the proper process to replace the member, if necessary.
Principles
The Advisory Group will operate under the following principles in carrying out the functions and
activities associated with advising formulation of the Official Community Plan for North Cowichan.
Where a member breaks any of the principles, the chair will establish a mediation session to resolve
the breach. The Advisory Group will address each situation on a case by case basis where a member
is not amenable to mediation.
Transparency –Transparency is built on the free flow of information and ensures access
to relevant, timely and reliable information.
Respect – Respect is the appreciation of individual participation in the Advisory Group
process in a manner acceptable among members.
Accountability – Accountability is the requirement to accept responsibility for carrying
out assigned roles.
Consensus – Consensus is a commitment to work towards general agreement on matters
considered by the group.
Communication – Members will commit to regular meetings and will respond to any
other communication in a timely manner.
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Commitment from Advisory Group Members:
 Conduct affairs using the principles set out in these terms.
 Actively participate in all Advisory Group meetings.
 Assist in informing the community about the OCP Project process and encourage
participation by all members of the community.
 Identify issues, provide insights and discuss experiences gained through local
knowledge, and through the perspective of each of the areas of focus.
 Make recommendations to the Steering Committee.
 Review draft policies at various stages of the planning process.
 Provide advice on information presented to the public.
 Advise the Chair either prior to meetings or at meetings if they are unable to attend the
entire meeting.
Meetings









Meetings will be held at North Cowichan Municipal Hall.
Meetings will occur at least quarterly and no more than monthly in the evenings.
Meetings will be scheduled to accommodate members.
The Chair will be appointed by a majority vote by the Advisory Group
The Chair will be the primary contact between the Advisory Group and the Project
Manager
The Chair will conduct Advisory meetings
The Project Coordinator will be the Secretary, preparing and distributing agendas and
materials to Advisory Group members one week prior to the meeting and publishing
minutes.

Communications
The Project Manager will apprise the Advisory Group, through the chairperson, of all
communication related to the OCP
Remuneration
Membership on the Advisory Group is voluntary. Members will serve without compensation.
Changes to Terms of Reference
Changes to the Terms of Reference may be proposed by the Committee and are subject to
review by the Steering Committee.
Contact Information
Project Manager

Co-Chair

Co-Chair
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Ambassador Teams - Terms of Reference
Structure
Ambassador Teams represent the various unique geographic communities within North
Cowichan. The purpose of each is (1) to gather, consolidate and feed community-specific
information into OCP policies and (2) to review draft OCP directions and policies for community
impact and relevance. The Ambassador Teams will represent the diverse segments of the
community and include individuals who represent the diversity and local interests of the
community.
Appointments and Terms
Ambassador team participation will be somewhat fluid. A core group will be identified at the
beginning of the community planning process but will evolve as consultation activities increase.
 The Ambassador Teams will serve the OCP Project in accordance with these terms from the
date of appointment until the completion of the OCP Project.
 Should an individual need to resign, they will advise the Chair and the Project Manager to
determine the proper process.
Principles
The Ambassador Teams will operate under the following principles in carrying out the functions
and activities associated with advising formulation of the OCP for North Cowichan. Where a
member breaks any of the principles, the co-chairs will establish a mediation session to resolve
the breach. The Ambassador Teams will address each situation on a case by case basis.
Transparency – Transparency is built on the free flow of information and ensures access
to relevant, timely and reliable information.
Respect – Respect is the appreciation of individual participation to the Committee
process in a manner acceptable among members.
Accountability – Accountability is the requirement to accept responsibility for carrying
out assigned roles.
Consensus – Consensus is a commitment to work towards general agreement on matters
considered by the group.
Communication – Members will commit to regular meetings and will respond to any
other communication in a timely manner
Commitment from Ambassador Team Members
 Actively participate in Ambassador Team meetings.
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Assist in informing the community about the OCP Project process and encourage
participation by all members of the community.
Identify local planning, development and infrastructure issues important and unique to their
community.
Provide community-specific input into OCP policies.
Provide advice on consultation processes and information presented to the public.
Adopt guiding principles and other established procedures.
Advise the chairperson either prior to meetings or at meetings if they are unable to attend
the entire meeting.

Meetings
 Meetings will be held monthly at a public venue that is accessible to their community.
 Meetings will be co-led by a chairperson, elected by a majority vote of members, and a
North Cowichan Planner.
 The chairperson will conduct all Ambassador Team meetings.
 The Planner will act as Secretary for all Ambassador Team meetings.
 Meeting agendas will be prepared by the Secretary and will be published and distributed
one week prior to the meeting.
 The Secretary will schedule meetings and distribute materials.
 The Secretary will develop and publish the minutes of each meeting.
Expenses:
Community or organizational membership on the Ambassador Teams is voluntary. Members will
serve without compensation.
Changes to Terms of Reference:
Changes to the Terms of Reference may be proposed by the Committee and are subject to
review by the Steering Committee.
Contact Information:
Project Manager

Co-Chair

Co-Chair
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OCP Project Steering Committee Terms of Reference
Purpose:
 To provide senior level oversight to the OCP Project process.
 To collaborate with the Advisory Group.
 To provide timely communication to respective departmental staff and direction and
feedback to Project Team through Steering Committee Chair.
 To ensure adequate resources are provided to the Project Team.
Commitment to Steering Committee Members:
 Steering Committee meetings will be held a maximum once per calendar month.
 Agenda and materials distributed minimum 1 week prior to the meeting
 Meetings will be scheduled for one-hour and focus on active communication of
pertinent matters and strategic-level project alignment, resource allocation and issue
resolution.
Commitment from Steering Committee Members:
 Actively participate in Project Steering Committee meetings as requested.
 Identify opportunities and resources that generate alignment with other projects, i.e.
forestry engagement events with OCP public events, youth-focused OCP events with
recreation programming and related activities, budget consultations with reference to
longer term community priorities.
 Respond to project risks identified by the reporting groups through the chair.
 Provide staff resources in accordance with the project charter.
 Identify project risks to the chair for consideration at the steering committee level.
Committee Membership:
Senior staff on the Steering Committee will consist of senior staff representing the roles outlined
below.
Name
Rob Conway
Chris Hutton
Natasha Horsman
David Conway
Don Stewart
Jason Birch
Martin Drakeley
Jaime Goodman
Shaun Mason

Role
Chair + Project Manager
Project Coordinator + Committee Secretary
Communication
Engineering/Environment
Parks
IT/GIS
Emergency and Protective Services
Finance and Payables
Forestry

Members should identify a proxy to attend meetings when they are not able to attend. Their
proxy should attend prepared for the meeting agenda with the authority to act on behalf of the
original Steering Committee members.
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Project Team Terms of Reference
The purpose of the Project Team is to undertake the work necessary to complete the OCP.
Commitment to Project Team Members:
 Project Team meetings will be held maximum once per calendar month. Team
working groups will meet as needed on issue-specific tasks.
 Agenda and materials will be distributed two working days prior to the meeting.
 Each team member will be empowered with a work plan to contribute to the success
of the team.
 Communication will remain open and transparent to all Team Members.
 Achieving milestones and other important tasks will be celebrated!
Commitment from Project Team Members:
 Actively participate in Project Team and working group meetings, as requested.
 Bring and share one’s individual enthusiasm and expertise to the team.
 Complete assigned tasks on deadline.
 Communicate project risks to the Project Coordinator as early as possible.
 Promote the OCP Project process broadly through individual community networks.
 Make it fun and celebrate success!
Committee Membership:
The Project Team members represent the roles outlined below:
Name
Role
Chris Hutton
Chair + Project Coordinator
Mairi Bosomworth
Assistant Project Coordinator
Barb Thomas
Engineering
John Pite
Engineering
Jason Blood
Rec services
Laura McIntyre
Youth Outreach
Shaun Chadburn
Climate & Environment
Mia Oldenburg
GIS Resource
Glenn Morris
Local Planning Support
Larissa Barry-Thibodeau
Local Planning Support
Caroline von Shilling
Local Planning Support
Morgan McLeod
Local Planning Support
Tammy Isaachson
Communication
Marla Bossons
Procurement Support
Members may identify a proxy to participate when they cannot, provided they can contribute
with similar expertise and authority as the original member. Members must brief their proxies in
advance of any meeting or activity.
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OCP Project Governance Structure
Council
OCP Ambassadorship, Government Relations (Indigenous, Regional, Provincial), Decision Maker

Rob Conway,
Project Manager
OCP Advisory Group

Project Steering Committee
(Chaired by Project Manager)

Community Ambassador Teams

Chris Hutton, Project Coordinator

Contracted Services

Indigenous Working Group
(depends on grounding event
outcome)

Integrated Project Team

